
Mumbai is city of smart people with smarter Government. Government devised a scheme 
of providing free new houses to slum and chawl dwellers (constituting 80% of Mumbai’s 
population) without spending a rupee from its budget. Government asked new house buyers 
to pay for at least three houses for slum and chawl dwellers. Helping the poor without 
spending government budget was magical. All other Indian cities craved to follow.  

They sought advice of a Mumbai planner and this is what they got.
1. Turn your city into an island. Bring in seawater or at least a kilometer 

wide canal all around it. Build only one or two bridges.
2. Keep wild life sanctuary, a large dairy farm and an airport within the city. 
3. Maintain high profile economic growth of the city.
4. But do not increase the land for housing and keep FSI low (if possible reduce it). (This 

will ensure that house prices will increase and people will seek shelter in slums).
5. Then reward those who build houses for existing slum dwellers by way 

of increased FSI or TDR because by then price of FSI will be several 
times the cost of construction and competing that of gold.

6. But amongst the new households, fewer will afford formal houses and more will seek shelter 
in slums waiting for decades to get free houses while house prices further increase.

The cities did not bother about the caution in 6 and launched the projects of canals 
around the cities by offering extra FSI to developers. Smarter than Mumbai!

Planning 
fable

Indian Rupee or INR     Till 1995

Landowners ready to surrender their land for open spaces offered transferable FSI     1991

Developers building houses for slum dwellers rewarded by FSI / TDR     1995

Developers rebuilding chawls rewarded by FSI     1999

Reward of FSI for building constructed for IT and ITES     2002

Reward of extra FSI for Schools, Hospitals and Starred Hotels     2004

Reward for public car parking spaces     2010

Reward for eco-housing – FSI (proposed)     2010

Reward for meritorious students – FSI     2011
Salaries of government and municipal employees paid by way of FSI.

Chief Secretary - 10 sq.m. of FSI, peon 1 sq.cm. of FSI     2012

INR replaced by FSI with a symbol F     2015

evolution of
Currency
in Mumbai
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Mid 18th Century
Population of an island kingdom began to grow. But the king refused to allow 
import of rice or increase in cultivated land or use of fertilisers.

Price of rice increased and poor people could not adequately feed themselves. 
King ordered that every rich person must pay for two seers of rice to entitle himself 
to consume one. The remainder was given free to three poor persons.

Smuggling of rice began, not many rich officially bought rice, those poor who 
got rice sold it to not-so-poor in the hope of getting free rice again.

Not-so-poor were also impoverished. Economic growth stunted. King ordered 
import of rice, allowed increase in cultivated land and use of fertilisers.

Mid 20th Century
To ensure public health, import, manufacture and consumption of alcohol were banned. 
Demand by the rich and the scarcity of alcohol caused mafia to smuggle liquor and to 
manufacture spurious liquor by establishing nexus with the power that was. To satisfy the 
demand of the poor illicit and unhygienic brewing began; poor consumed it and died.

The power that was allowed import, allowed Indian Manufacture of Foreign 
Liquour, allowed (promoted) toddy and moddy, earned tax revenues.

Late 20th Century
In the 1960s state prepared a master plan, zoned land for houses and decided FSI that 
could have accommodated population of 10 million at 40 sqm per household. Population 
grew faster than expected, floor space demanded by households (aided by tax brakes 
and housing finance almost doubled). Land zoned for housing had to be reduced on 
account of environmental considerations. But FSI remained unchanged. The scarcity of 
land and development rights brought in mafia and their nexus with the state. Slumlords 
illegally built houses on environmentally vulnerable land and public right of way.

State dictated that rich can buy a house if they also bear the expenses of three houses 
for slum dwellers. Some rich agreed and a few slum dwellers benefitted. But not-so-poor 
in growing population sought shelter in slums. Proportion of slums exceeded 60%. Not-
so-rich purchased houses from slum dwellers and hoped to receive free houses.

The city refuses to increase land or FSI but still aspires to become 
slum free. Other cities wish to follow! Amen!

(The similarity in the three stories if any is purely accidental!)

Three
Short

Stories

Vidyadhar K Phatak
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